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This document sketches the physics perspectives and project status of various novel electron-hadron collision facilities proposed for deep inelastic scattering studies beyond HERA, including electron-ion colliders in the US (EIC) and China (EicC), energy-frontier machines at very high luminosity (LHeC and FCCeh) at CERN, and the VHEep project based on novel plasma electron accelerator technology at CERN. This summary is based mainly on presentations and discussions at a panel on the future of European particle physics, held at Kobe (Japan) during the 2018 DIS conference. The contents of this report will be included in the DIS-community recommendations to the EPPSU document to be updated by May 2020.

In the final document of European Particle Physics Strategy Update (EPPSU) of 2013 [1], there was no direct mention of future electron-hadron scattering experiments nor on studies of QCD and the proton structure. The situation in 2018 has evolved; the high-luminosity LHC (HL-LHC) has become an approved project, and the expectation is for the LHC to operate until close to 2040; CERN has created the Future Circular Collider (FCC) study [2] integrating $ee$ [3], $hh$ [4], and $eh$ [5] collider options, and it has issued a mandate to develop the LHeC [6], an energy recovery linac to possibly be coupled with the LHC, and its successors, the high-energy LHC (HE-LHC, with twice the LHC c.m. energy) or/and the FCC. As it was the case in 2013, there is still no decision about the Japanese ILC, while three other $e^+e^-$ proposals (CLIC, CepC, and FCC-ee) advanced. CERN has created the neutrino platform which basically supports the development of DUNE at Fermilab.

Both the context of the future of particle physics, driven by the physics of the LHC, and the design of $ep/eA$ scattering projects have undergone a lot of developments in the past five years:

i) the LHeC has been developed towards a high-luminosity ($10^{34}$ cm$^{-2}$s$^{-1}$) facility for QCD, new physics searches, and Higgs studies at TeV energies to complement the LHC, the high-energy option of LHC (HE-LHC) and possibly the FCC, advancing also the new technology of energy recovery and superconducting RF, in line with the 2013 strategy;

ii) in the US, a high-luminosity lower-energy project has advanced, the EIC, for spin, hadron and nuclear physics through electron-hadron scattering, with emphasis on polarized proton and nuclear beams, respectively, which will use energy recovery techniques, too;

iii) a long-term perspective was recognized in the potential of generating high energy, above a TeV, electron beams through novel plasma wakefield technology.

The following is a report about evaluations and discussions of these projects, still under design, and perspectives, including theoretical advances, which took place at the DIS Workshop at Kobe (Japan), in April 2018, where the participants agreed on the importance of building novel electron-hadron colliders, following HERA, to advance nuclear and particle physics.

2. The update process

On Tuesday April 17th 2018, on the second day of the XXVI International Workshop on Deep Inelastic Scattering and Related Subjects (DIS 2018), a special panel discussion was dedicated to the upcoming EPPSU. It was attended by about 260 participants.

The panel discussion consisted of the following research fields:

- Electron Ion Collider (EIC) physics [7]
- The Large Hadron electron Collider (LHeC) [8]
- The Very High Energy electron proton collider (VHEep) [9]
- Future Circular Colliders (FCC) [10]
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- QCD theory studies [11]
- Heavy ion physics [12].

The discussion also included contributions, comments, and questions from the audience.

The goal of the panel discussion was to show that all the different electron-hadron projects have many common subjects and complement each other. The present document will be used as input to the document that will be submitted to the EPPSU as the recommendation of the DIS community at the end of 2018.

3. Proposed future DIS facilities

The LHC is the only accelerator presently providing high-energy proton and ion beams, being the only machine that can provide hadron-beams for DIS at the energy frontier in the next two decades. The mission of $ep/eA$ colliders is to address fundamental questions in strong interaction/QCD physics by exploring the substructure and dynamics of matter at scales relevant for collider energies, and to carry out high-precision QCD, Higgs, top and electroweak measurements, as well as to search for new phenomena. This will uniquely improve our understanding of the QCD and electroweak sectors of the Standard Model (SM) to new qualitative and quantitative levels and allow the exploration of physics beyond the Standard Model (BSM) with the highest sensitivity. The specifics of DIS is the spacelike interaction configuration and the pointlike probe of hadrons. With respect to $hh$, DIS is a clean process with neutral- and charged-current separation and no pile-up, and it extends to higher collision energies, above a TeV.

In addition, DIS facilities can distinguish themselves from $hh$ colliders by measuring deeply virtual Compton scatterings which keep the colliding $h$ intact even at hard collisions with pointlike probes. This makes them ideal and unique for exploring the tomographic imaging of the confined quark-gluon landscape [13] inside the hadron.

As with the exploration of the Fermi scale with Tevatron, LEP/SLC, and HERA, the aim is now to study physics at the TeV scale with $hh$, $ee$ and $eh$ colliders. Specifically, DIS is giving clean access, through large virtualities ($Q$) and very low Bjorken $x$, to the smallest dimensions, to new phenomena and the Higgs (SM and BSM) properties with electron-hadron interactions, complementary to $e^+e^-$ and $hh$. The high-energy frontier DIS is underpinned by lower-energy nuclear DIS, which provides yet a further important complementarity to the future development of high-energy physics. There are several proposals to build electron-hadron colliders worldwide. Various facilities under consideration are listed with some key parameters summarized in Table 1.

The rich nuclear and particle physics programs of these collider projects were discussed by six panel members and are summarized in the following.

3.1 The Electron Ion Collider (EIC)

The US based EIC [14] has two facility concepts, namely JLEIC and eRHIC, which are based on the existing CEBAF facility at the Jefferson Laboratory and RHIC machine at Brookhaven National Laboratory, respectively. In addition, there has been a proposal to build an Electron Ion Collider (EIC) in China (EicC) with similar accelerator parameters but slightly lower energy. The EIC is proposed to be a high-luminosity and high-precision machine with both polarized electron
### Table 1: Overview of proposed electron-hadron colliders.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facility</th>
<th>Years</th>
<th>$E_{cm}$ (GeV)</th>
<th>Luminosity ($10^{33}$ cm$^{-2}$s$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>Ions</th>
<th>Polarization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EIC in US [14]</td>
<td>&gt; 2028</td>
<td>20 – 100 → 140</td>
<td>2 – 30</td>
<td>p → U</td>
<td>e, p, d, $^3$He, Li</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EIC in China [15]</td>
<td>&gt; 2028</td>
<td>16 → 34</td>
<td>4 → 100</td>
<td>p → Pb</td>
<td>e, p and light nuclei</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LHeC (HE-LHeC) [6]</td>
<td>&gt; 2030(2044)</td>
<td>200 → 1300 (1800)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>p → Pb</td>
<td>e possible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEPIC [16]</td>
<td>&gt; 2025 – 2030</td>
<td>530 → 1400</td>
<td>$&lt; 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>depends on LHC</td>
<td>depends on source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VHEep [16]</td>
<td>&gt; 2038</td>
<td>9000</td>
<td>$10^{-5}$ – $10^{-4}$</td>
<td>depends on LHC</td>
<td>depends on source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCC-eh [5]</td>
<td>&gt; 2044</td>
<td>3500</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>depends on FCC</td>
<td>e possible</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and hadron (proton and light ions) beams as well as the capability of accelerating various types of heavy ions. The EIC can measure many different types of transverse momentum dependent distributions (TMD) and generalized parton distributions (GPD) on top of precise measurements of collinear parton distribution functions (PDF), thereby leading to multi-dimensional tomography of hadrons. It is also of great importance to fully understand the origin of proton spin and to study various spin effects at the EIC. The physics mission also includes nucleon-nucleon correlations inside heavy nuclei, emergence and propagation of hadrons in the cold nuclear medium, as well as probing partons in the non-linear regime of QCD (parton saturation). The ultimate objective of the EIC projects is to understand QCD interactions and emergence of hadronic and nuclear matter in terms of quark and gluon degrees of freedom, through the synergy of experimental and theoretical progress.

In the following, we address the EPPSU calls regarding the EIC:

- **Scientific context:** High-energy hadron and nuclear physics and spin physics with strong implications on SM physics.
- **Objectives:** Address fundamental questions on the structure and dynamics of nucleons and nuclei in terms of quarks and gluons using precision measurements.
- **Methodology:** Measurements of inclusive, semi-inclusive, and exclusive DIS processes including scatterings with polarized beams and various ions.
- **Readiness:** For the US-EIC, it has been reviewed by the US National Academy of Sciences (NAS), and the final NAS report was recently published [17]. CD-0 (US Mission Need Statement for the Critical Decision) could be awarded in 2018/2019. For the EicC, the white paper is planned to be delivered by 2019.
- **Expected Challenges:** various (critical) accelerator R&D questions will not be answered until 2019. The selection of the site may occur around 2019/2020. The EIC facility construction has to start after the completion of FRIB (Facility for Rare Isotope Beams), construction to ramp down around 2020. The best guess for the earliest date for completion of the EIC facility construction would be 2028-2030 — in roughly a decade from now.

### 3.2 Large Hadron electron Collider (LHeC)

The LHeC is an accelerator proposal [6] for the high-luminosity upgrade of the LHC (HL-LHC) by adding a 60 GeV electron energy recovery linac to the current LHC proton (heavy ion)
accelerator ring. It can provide electron-proton and electron-ion collisions running concurrently to the LHC operation at unprecedented high energies ($\sqrt{s} \sim 200$-1300 GeV) and high luminosities ($10^{34} \text{cm}^{-2}\text{s}^{-1}$), which lead to high-precision results.

The raison d’être of the LHeC can be cast into the following goals: firstly, it is a “giant microscope” with highest and cleanest resolution with the capability to probe QCD matter substructures at the smallest scale. Secondly, the clean $eh$ DIS process allows to maximize the utility of the LHC by providing reliable inputs and reducing uncertainties (such as for PDFs and the QCD coupling $\alpha_s$) which will lead to a higher reach to discover new particles. Thirdly, it transforms the LHC into a high-precision Higgs facility. Lastly, it is a unique hadron and nuclear physics facility which can study non-linear QCD evolution, solving the question of gluon saturation, diffractive scattering, small-$x$ physics in protons and nuclei, and nuclear PDFs in a wide range of kinematical phase space, but also has a unique and rich electroweak physics, top physics, Higgs physics, and BSM physics program.

In the following, we address the EPPSU calls regarding the LHeC:

- Scientific context: Dynamics and discovery in QCD, SM and exotic Higgs Physics, BSM.
- Methodology: High-precision measurements of inclusive and semi-inclusive DIS and photo-production processes (including electron-ion scattering with seminal extension of kinematic range), and vector-boson-fusion Higgs production.
- Readiness: Accelerator: needs technology development ERL facility for accompanying LHeC development (PERLE). Main step: ERL multi-turn demonstration – expected in 2020. Detector: compared to $pp$ scattering at the LHC the radiation level is 1/100 lower, the pileup 0.1 instead of 150. There is a design exploiting known technology, which can be realized without R&D by a Collaboration being formed.
- Expected Challenges: High current multi-turn ERL and Design of IR. For detector: forward tracking and calorimetry.

### 3.3 Future Circular Collider (FCC)

The FCC [2] configuration is based on a 100 km circumference tunnel housing initially a high-luminosity $e^+e^-$ collider of 90–350 GeV cms energies [3] followed by a $pp$ collider of 100 TeV cms energy [4]. The FCC-eh [5] is largely defined through the FCC-hh, complemented by an electron accelerator, chosen to be the ERL of the LHeC, but positioned at point L of the FCC ring. As for the LHC, $ep$ and $pp$ are designed to operate concurrently such that during the lifetime of the FCC about $2 ab^{-1}$ of integrated luminosity can be collected for the $eh$ option. The Higgs production cross section at the FCC-eh is about 1 pb, such that roughly the same number of Higgs bosons is produced in $ep$ as in $e^+e^-$ collisions at FCC-ee taking into account the different luminosity and
operation projections. This, complemented by the rare process sensitivity in $pp$, provides an unprecedented laboratory for sub-percent precision Higgs measurements jointly with $e^+e^−$, including the exploration of the Higgs field potential via double-Higgs production. The FCC-eh extends to Bjorken $x$ of $10^{-7}$ (and 1) where new parton dynamics becomes relevant and is to be established for understanding $pp$ physics at the FCC. The FCC, including $he$, is a phenomenal vision for the development of high-energy physics in our century.

In the following, we address the EPPSU calls regarding the FCC:

- **Scientific context:** Search for new physics and high-precision tests of SM physics including precision Higgs and top physics as well as high-energy nuclear physics.

- **Objectives:** Direct/indirect BSM searches and discovery up to 50 TeV, and unparalleled QCD research potential.

- **Methodology:** All processes in $e^+e^−$, $ep$ and $pp$ collisions.

- **Readiness:** The conceptual design is planned to be delivered before the end of 2018, in time for the EPPSU.

- **Expected Challenges:** High field dipole magnet development and production, large-scale civil engineering, cost reduction.

### 3.4 Very High Energy electron proton (VHEep) accelerator

VHEep [16] is a result of an international community wide development of a novel accelerator mainly based on proton driven plasma wake field technology, which can accelerate electrons to very high energy (around 3 TeV) using the LHC driver. A similar version, which is known as PEPIC as a demonstration project for VHEep, uses SPS driver to accelerate electrons. Essentially, it leads to an ultra high energy but low-luminosity collider, which can be useful for high-energy physics which does not require high luminosities. Its targeted physics objectives are studies of QCD dynamics at extremely small-$x$ and gluon saturation, the measurement of vector meson production and the exploration of the high-energy limit of total cross-sections as well as selected opportunities in the search for BSM physics.

In the following, we address the EPPSU calls regarding the VHEep:

- **Scientific context:** High-energy low-$x$ physics with opportunities in BSM searches.

- **Objectives:** Understand ultra high-energy behavior of $ep$ collisions.

- **Methodology:** Measurement DIS processes with large cross sections.

- **Readiness:** At the start of the technology demonstration.

- **Expected Challenges:** Technology demonstration by 2024 with determined luminosity, electron energies, etc.
4. Theory Input for Future DIS Machines

Future DIS machines allow the study of a very rich and diverse physics program. This includes the investigation of the structure of the nucleon, parton distributions, spin physics, QCD and high density dynamics in the nucleon and nuclear matter. It also includes high precision electroweak, top quark, and Higgs boson properties measurements, and sensitive searches for physics beyond the SM.

In particular, the role of QCD and that of Heavy Ion theories were discussed by two members of the panel as outlined in the following subsections. At the panel, theory developments on Higgs, BSM and electroweak physics were not covered. A description of the theory motivation in addition to QCD is important as well since future DIS machines will also perform a rich physics program beyond QCD. Furthermore, it was mentioned during the discussion that the acceptance of projects such as the LHeC by the particle physics community needs to rely on various types of physics involving apart from novel QCD measurements also electroweak, top, Higgs and BSM physics.

4.1 Dual Role of QCD theory

QCD has been extremely successful in interpreting the vast amount of data collected from all high-energy hadronic scattering experiments, in particular thanks to the perturbative QCD factorization theorem, which combines short distance hard parts, theoretically calculable, with universal PDFs, extractable from high-energy $ep$ and $pp$ collisions. Any new physics searches based on hadron-hadron or electron-hadron colliders rely heavily on PDFs. The best way to gain precise information about PDFs is to measure them in an electron-hadron collider at high energy and high luminosity. QCD represents the fundamental theory which describes the strong force binding quarks and gluons and eventually almost all the visible matter making up the visible world. New theory advancements in recent years, in extending the perturbative QCD factorization theorem to observables with multiple physical scales, made it possible to explore the confined motion and spatial distributions of quarks and gluons inside the hadron with pointlike probes at high-energy/luminosity $eh$ DIS facilities.

Currently, the new physics search at the LHC is limited by large uncertainties in partonic flux at large momentum scales. Precision electroweak, Higgs, and top studies will be also ultimately hindered by PDF and $\alpha_s$ uncertainties. It is very important to have good reach in large $x$ and $Q^2$ regions in DIS which allows to improve our knowledge of PDFs in a much wider $x, Q^2$ range. Furthermore, it is also of fundamental importance to study QCD in order to probe different limits of the QCD evolution, and to understand the spin and 3D structure of hadrons in terms of quark and gluon degrees of freedom. Ultimately, one can depict the colorful multi-dimensional landscape of the internal structure of hadrons, including nucleons and heavy nuclei, providing much needed information and hints on the confined nature of quarks and gluons, and their correlations. In addition, one can study the color interactions between nucleons to explore the origin of nuclear force and the emergent phenomena of QCD in $eA$ collisions by using nuclei as femtometer-sized detectors.

4.2 Heavy Ion Physics

It has been widely accepted that deconfined quark gluon plasma has been created in heavy ion collisions at high energies at RHIC and the LHC. Two main features of the heavy ion data
indicate that (i) such matter shows strong collectivity in the soft sector that is well described by relativistic hydrodynamics if applied very early (at times smaller than 1 fm/c) after the collision; (ii) it is extremely opaque to energetic partons or particles traversing it, as evident from the strong modification of the yield of hard probes like heavy colored bound-states, high-$p_T$ jets, etc.

DIS on proton and heavy ion targets will contribute to answer some most fundamental questions in nuclear and heavy ion physics, such as:

- provide a detailed picture of the initial wave function of protons and nuclei, in terms of both longitudinal and transverse partonic densities;

- clarify the mechanism of particle production, including a possible breaking of factorization in some regions of phase space, via a comparison of DIS, $pp$, $pA$, $AA$ results with theoretical calculations with accurate parton densities;

- serve as a clean benchmark to understand the mechanism of isotropization/thermalization of partonic matter that allows the use of hydrodynamics calculations to reproduce the data, by studying how small a system can become and still show collective features;

- characterize accurately the cold nuclear matter effects impacting the production cross sections of perturbative processes, hard probes, used for medium "tomographic" analysis in heavy ion collisions. Note that any step in eA collider physics is expected to lead to progress since the range and systematics in fixed target lepton-hadron experiments are inferior to a collider configuration of significant energy and luminosity, and especially because HERA did not study electron-ion physics.

In order to achieve these goals, both $ep$ and $eA$ are required for the search for non-linear QCD evolution and a systematic study of the difference between nuclear PDFs and proton PDFs. Extended reach in collision energies will also make it possible to have a sizeable lever arm in $Q^2$ at small $x$ to study saturation, and to explore rarer hard probes (top quarks, Higgs bosons) that will play a role in heavy ion physics at future colliders such as the HE-LHC or FCC.

Electron-ion scatterings will be complementary to the $pA$ and ultraperipheral programs at hadron colliders, which have larger kinematic reach but are less precise both from the experimental point of view — full kinematic reconstruction is not possible in hadronic colliders — and from the theoretical point of view — the accuracy in perturbative calculations is much larger for inclusive DIS than for exclusive processes in photoproduction or semi-inclusive ones in $pA$. The EIC will partially overlap with the kinematic region previously measured in fixed target experiments and partially with the HERA kinematic region. The focus is on high-precision measurements including varying nuclear species and particle identification down to low transverse momenta, as well as polarized beams being a versatile machine. The LHeC and FCC-eh, running concurrently with the respective $hh$ or $AA$ programs, will cover a much larger kinematic region, with access to very small $x$ and very large $Q^2$ of relevance for future $hh/AA$ colliders. This, together with the different additional rich physics programs of the EIC and LHeC/FCC-eh machines which complement each other, makes them crucial for the interpretation of the results in heavy ion collisions.
5. The European Particle Physics Strategy Update 2018

As mentioned above, it is absolutely vital to have lepton-hadron-scattering machines in the near future. The rich program involves high-energy nuclear physics and high-energy tests of the SM of particle physics, and sensitive searches for physics beyond it. The physics program is competitive and complementary to other future collider projects involving $e^+e^-$ and $hh$ collisions.

The three lines of development may be briefly summarised as follows.

- A rich and interesting science program in hadron and nuclear physics of a high-luminosity DIS machine. At the EIC, besides an intriguing physics program in spin physics, it is also interesting to study QCD evolution in extreme conditions of $x$ and $Q^2$, and fully describe the 3D structure of hadrons in terms of quark and gluon degrees of freedom. DIS on heavy ion targets can also provide information on the mechanism of in-medium and vacuum hadronization, and the emergent phenomena of QCD.

- A rich and diverse science program in particle physics of a high-energy DIS machine. The LHeC, and later the FCC-eh, allow a unique research program on the fields of high-energy QCD, non-linear QCD phenomena, diffraction, hadronic and nuclear physics, high-precision top and electroweak measurements and sensitive searches for phenomena beyond the SM. Together with the high-precision measurements possible in Higgs physics, the LHeC is an attractive project running in parallel and complementing the HL-LHC.

- Plasma acceleration. The AWAKE project should demonstrate within the next years that electrons can be accelerated with a high gradient and good emittance in a plasma in the wake of proton bunches. A colliding beam experiment that has been envisaged may operate concurrently with the LHC through $eh$ collisions using the SPS at CERN (PEPIC). Its energy range would extend the one of HERA. A longer-term project based on the same technology represents the $ep/eA$ collider VHEeP that can analyse the fundamental structure of hadronic matter at the 10 TeV scale.
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